
 

 

Location Directions for Elkhart Life Chain 2023 
 

Here is a bird’s-eye view of the Elkhart Life Chain: 

 
You may find parking in the Concord Intermediate School lot or along the street in areas 
designated permissible for public parallel parking. Please observe all traffic signage when 
travelling to and from the Life Chain, and only park where it is legally permitted. 



 

The Concord Intermediate School parking lot looks like this: 
 

 
 
At the intersection of County Road 13 and US-33 (also known as Lincoln Highway), you will 
find our team with a table and distributing signs in the location wherein the man is standing 
in the image below. 
 

CIS is over here to the left     
 
 



 

Upon receiving your sign, you may walk northwest up the US-33 sidewalk toward Marathon 
Gas to stand on the sidewalk wherever there is room, although we do not particularly 
recommend standing in the way of walking traffic as the woman is doing in the image below. 
 

 
 
Be careful when crossing the street, and please use the pedestrian walkways! 
 

 



 

At our most recent visit to this area, we did not find the pedestrian crossway at the 
intersection of Lewis Street and US-33 (southwest of Concord Intermediate School) to be very 
safe (no “push button to cross” or traffic lights specifically to signal walkers), so if you would 
like to cross to the sidewalk on the northeast side of the road, we recommend doing so at the 
crosswalk between Marathon Gas and Flavor Freeze. 
 
You may also spread out to stand farther on the sidewalk on the southwest side of US-33, as 
the woman is doing in the distance in the picture below. 
 

 
 
Please stand at least a few feet apart from others and remain in prayerful, meditative silence 
throughout the duration of the Life Chain hour, but stay close enough to other people to be 
safe. Please return to the Right to Life Michiana table at 3:01 PM to return your borrowed sign 
and join in a closing prayer. 

 

Let us know if you have any 

questions or comments by 

giving our office a call at 574-

232-5433 or emailing us at 

programs@prolifemichiana.org. 


